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After the smoke clears on love and relationships, I find that there is really only one thing to talk about:
The A-Team. If you watched the opening of Sunday’s Daytona 500 NASCAR race on Fox, you
might have been fortunate enough to see the first trailer for the movie, set to open June 11. Frankly,
Fox could have put four more previews (or just shown the entire film) during the 2 and 1/2 hours of
pot hole delays from the speedway. As a gearheaded hick from the sticks, I went away with two
things after the race. First, that there is finally going to be an A-Team film remake, and secondly that
Dale Jr. might finally have the year his fans have hoped for. Then I went and spit some Skoal and
hunted fer squirrels.

I’ll admit that I’ve been very anti-big screen remake on this blog. Looking back at the August 14th
post on these very pages (New Ideas For Old Times), I notice that I was a little over-the-top in my
criticism of G.I. Joe and The Transformers films. I’ve since seen the Transformers movies and like
them quite a bit. What isn’t to be liked about them?  Cars that turn into big talking robots, Megan
Fox in little shorts. Classic cinema. The A-Team holds a special place of honor in my forever 9-year
old heart and I am hoping it isn’t too terrible. The roster of acting talent is solid. Liam Neeson plays
the part of Hannibal Smith, originated by the late George Peppard. Bradley Cooper stars as
Dirk Benedict’s character Templeton “Face” Peck. So far, so…good. Still, there was
something seedy and (dare I say it)  “writerly” about Steven J. Cannell’s original series, which no
big screen adaptation will ever reproduce.

The original A-Team was a turning point in many ways for television. First of all, the violence in early
1980′s television was mostly limited to the automotive. Hill Street Blues had broken down the
barriers for gun fighting a season before, but done so in a way relative to the gritty, dramatic urban
street battles it depicted. A-Team was just flat out destructive. Did any network show feature regular
machine gun battles before the Team debuted? The violence and chaos was done in a slightly
organic way and viewers could tell it was on the cheap. The new film boasts some quality computer
generated graphics, which makes me smile thinking about how bad the original effects were. In one
memorable first season episode, Howlin’ Mad Murdock (Dwight Schultz) lands a jetliner at LAX and
crashes through the terminal. Of course, it was just Airplane! spliced into the show, but it worked.
Secondly, the cast were all veteran character actors. Peppard was remembered for Breakfast at
Tiffany’s, Benedict for Battlestar Galactica. The show was basically a vehicle for Mr. T., the
burgeoning star of Rocky III. It was obvious the actors tolerated each other and that this was a job,

rather than a star turn. Peppard, always gracious in interviews, looked like his Gila
monster suit wearing Universal lot actor. Finally, who could replace Lance
LeGault’s  Colonel Decker? He was the baddest inept villian TV ever saw.

Even if the movie fills the already full ash can of cinematic history with chunks it
blows, I’ll still pay to see it. Some memories will never change. The show was bad,
I have low expectations for the film. Still, there are some things from the guy-file
that haven’t been fulfilled and one is an A-Team movie. It can’t be worse than any

of the new ideas for films. Hopefully. I’ll keep you posted.
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